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Abstract

Background: The fact that medical terms require special expertise and are becoming increasingly complex makes it difficult
to employ natural language processing techniques in medical informatics. Several human-validated reference standards for medical
terms have been developed to evaluate word embedding models using the semantic similarity and relatedness of medical word
pairs. However, there are very few reference standards in non-English languages. In addition, because the existing reference
standards were developed a long time ago, there is a need to develop an updated standard to represent recent findings in medical
sciences.

Objective: We propose a new Korean word pair reference set to verify embedding models.

Methods: From January 2010 to December 2020, 518 medical textbooks, 72,844 health information news, and 15,698 medical
research articles were collected, and the top 10,000 medical terms were selected to develop medical word pairs. Attending
physicians (n=16) participated in the verification of the developed set with 607 word pairs.

Results: The proportion of word pairs answered by all participants was 90.8% (551/607) for the similarity task and 86.5%
(525/605) for the relatedness task. The similarity and relatedness of the word pair showed a high correlation (ρ=0.70, P<.001).
The intraclass correlation coefficients to assess the interrater agreements of the word pair sets were 0.47 on the similarity task
and 0.53 on the relatedness task. The final reference standard was 604 word pairs for the similarity task and 599 word pairs for
relatedness, excluding word pairs with answers corresponding to outliers and word pairs that were answered by less than 50% of
all the respondents. When FastText models were applied to the final reference standard word pair sets, the embedding models
learning medical documents had a higher correlation between the calculated cosine similarity scores compared to human-judged
similarity and relatedness scores (namu, ρ=0.12 vs with medical text for the similarity task, ρ=0.47; namu, ρ=0.02 vs with medical
text for the relatedness task, ρ=0.30).

Conclusions: Korean medical word pair reference standard sets for semantic similarity and relatedness were developed based
on medical documents from the past 10 years. It is expected that our word pair reference sets will be actively utilized in the
development of medical and multilingual natural language processing technology in the future.
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Introduction

The rapid development of natural language processing (NLP)
technology in tandem with advances in artificial intelligence
and deep learning have greatly influenced our day-to-day life.
In the field of medical service, there are high expectations that
NLP will be able to improve patient-physician communication
and provide basic medical information support for patients in
the blind spot of medical care. Several commercial chatbot
applications are now available on the web or mobile
environments [1]. For example, OneRemission provides useful
information for patients with cancer. Babylon Health also
provides symptom-based medical consultation services.

However, medical terms require special expertise and are
challenging to decipher not only for ordinary people but also,
at times, for medical experts. This raises 2 fundamental
requirements with regard to medical NLP technology. First, as
medical terms appear sparsely in plain text, a vast amount of
medical-specific text data is required to improve the current
medical NLP technology. Second, as medical terms often convey
a wide range of meanings in different contexts, it is crucial to
build a semantic network based on a comprehensive set of
medical terminologies via word embedding. For example,
BioWordVec is a set of biomedical word embeddings involving
2,324,849 words from Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and
PubMed [2]. BioConceptVec was created by learning
domain-specific vector representations of biological concepts
(eg, genes, drugs, and proteins) using large-scale biomedical
corpora [3]. BioBERT, a biomedical-specific language model,
was constructed using approximately 18 billion words from
PubMed abstracts and PubMed Central full-text articles [4].
Although English is the main language being used in the field
of medical NLP, multilingual approaches involving other
languages (eg, Chinese, German, French, Italian, Japanese,
Korean) are also being investigated [5,6]. Technical validation
of language embedding models is also highly important in the
field of medical NLP. Only a few standard datasets have so far
been introduced. University of Minnesota Semantic Relatedness
Set (UMNSRS) datasets (566 pairs for similarity and 587 pairs
for relatedness) were developed by involving 8 medical residents
[7]. Previously, a Mayo semantic relatedness set of 101 medical
term pairs evaluated by 13 medical coding experts was proposed
[8]. Both of the aforementioned datasets were created more than
a decade ago. Many important medical discoveries have been
made over the past decade, and as a result, the medical
procedures have also undergone changes. Therefore, the
erstwhile reference standards do not necessarily involve the
current knowledge of medical science. This raises the necessity
of updating the standard datasets that are being used for NLP
model validation.

This study aimed to propose a new standard word pair set
especially for Korean medical terms. We generated a large
amount of text data using Korean medical terms through

academic papers, websites, and textbooks and selected words
in consideration of the frequency of appearance of each word.
Concept ratings for the new standard word pair set were set by
highly qualified attending physicians from a tertiary hospital.
Finally, we evaluated the developed word embedding model to
demonstrate its feasibility.

Methods

Data Acquisition
We collected 3 types of Korean medical documents. Medical
research articles were selected as high-quality documents at the
professional level, health information news articles were selected
as popular and general documents, and medical textbooks were
selected as intermediate level but very high-quality documents.
First, regarding medical textbooks, 2 Korean publishing
companies provided textbooks for the present study. Each
publisher had a classification system for the subject of books
and textbooks in the 54 subfields (eg, internal medicine,
emergency medicine, orthopedics, dentistry, pharmacy, public
health) of the medical field that were selected. Finally, 518 text
files from Korean medical textbooks published from 2010 to
2020 were used. Second, regarding health information news,
NAVER, a widely used internet portal site in Korea, distributes
news articles from general newspapers, internet newspapers,
and broadcasting stations. We collected all the news articles in
a section called “Health Information” under the “News” section
of the NAVER portal. Finally, 72,844 health information news
articles published from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2020
in NAVER were collected through internet crawling. Third,
regarding medical research articles, 72 journals (eg, Journal of
The Korean Society of Integrative Medicine, Journal of The
Korean Society of Emergency Medicine) published in the
Korean language were selected from the journals listed in the
Korean Studies Information Service System (KISS). Finally,
15,698 medical research articles published from 2010 to 2020
were collected. The text files were parsed and modified for
further investigation. Consequently, we were able to build a
large corpus comprising 191 million tokens in terms of
morphemes (129 million tokens in terms of Korean words).

Pair Set Development
The top 10,000 nouns were selected in order of occurrence
frequency in the corpus. Those terms were then categorized by
2 experienced medical vocabulary experts (a certified health
information manager and a medical physician) into the following
5 categories: “symptom and sign,” “diagnosis,” “medication,”
“operation and procedure,” and “not applicable.” Because the
10,000 nouns included nonmedical terms, the “not applicable”
items were manually filtered out. This process left 1214 medical
terms in total (625 diagnoses, 277 symptoms and signs, 177
medications, 135 operations and procedures). After the medical
term selection, 607 medical term pair sets were manually
developed considering the distribution of similarity and
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relatedness for each pair set. The similarity and relatedness for
each pair set were categorized into 4 groups (very
dissimilar/unrelated, somewhat dissimilar/unrelated, somewhat
similar/related, and very similar/related). The order of
presentation of the pair sets and the order of the terms in each
pair set were randomized for each participant.

Human Validation
For the validation of the medical term pair set, 16 attending
physicians (2 cardiologists, 1 gastroenterologist, 3 nephrologists,
1 endocrinologist, 1 oncologist, 1 infectious medicine doctor,
1 family medicine doctor, 2 pediatricians, 1 psychiatrist, 1
emergency medicine doctor, 1 radiologist, and 1 general
surgeon) at Korea University Anam Hospital were recruited.
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Korea University Anam Hospital (IRB No.
2021AN0059). Written informed consent was obtained from
all participants at enrollment. Our study complied with the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The participants were randomized into 1 of 2 tasks (similarity
or relatedness); 8 participants were assigned to the similarity
evaluation group, and the other 8 were assigned to the
relatedness evaluation group. The tasks were explained to the
participants with examples (eg, “myocardial infarction” and

“chest pain” are related but not similar; “cardiovascular disease”
and “coronary artery disease” are similar). The 8 participants
were separated into quiet rooms, where they sat in front of a
15-inch laptop. Relatedness and similarity evaluations for each
medical term pair set were performed on a laptop using a toolkit
used in psychological experiments known as OpenSesame [9].
The evaluations were performed using a 10-point scale, ranging
from 1 to 10: the greater the value, the higher the similarity or
relatedness [10]. In the case of a word pair set that was difficult
to answer, the participants were asked to skip it by entering “x.”
In the case of word pair sets from different semantic domains,
there was a possibility that the participants may unknowingly
answer the relatedness rather than the similarity, especially
owing to time constraints. This could lead to a somewhat low
degree of correspondence in terms of scoring in the similarity
task. Therefore, to minimize the potential error and bias, no
time limit was given for answering. However, the subjects were
instructed to answer the word pairs in an intuitive manner. To
maintain the degree of concentration on the task, after each 200
word pairs, the participant was allowed to autonomously take
a break of 3-5 minutes. To minimize practice effects, a practice
session consisting of 15-24 word pairs not included in the main
word pair sets was provided before the main evaluation (Table
1).

Table 1. Examples of the practice session for human validation in which word pairs of the practice session included medical as well as general terms.
Term 1 and Term 2 were presented to the participants. However, their anticipated similarity and relatedness categories were kept hidden.

Anticipated categoryTerm 2Term 1

Similarity: high서점 (bookshop)책방 (bookstore)

Similarity: middle경찰서 (police station)학교 (school)

Similarity: low중국어 (the Chinese language)까치 (magpie)

Relatedness: high사람 (human)친구 (friend)

Relatedness: middle난로 (heater)겨울 (winter)

Relatedness: low미술 (art)핸드폰 (cell phone)

Similarity: high관상동맥질환 (coronary artery disease)심혈관질환 (cardiovascular disease)

Similarity: middle월경통 (menstrual pain)암성통증 (cancer pain)

Similarity: low간성혼수 (hepatic coma)좌골신경통 (sciatica)

Relatedness: high흉통 (chest pain)심근경색 (myocardial infarction)

Relatedness: middle구강건조 (dry mouth)세티리진 (cetirizine)

Relatedness: low라미 (lamisil)백반증 (vitiligo)

Embedding Model Validation
We applied 2 unsupervised word embedding models (Word2Vec
[11] and FastText [12]) to the Korean medical word pair sets,
and the results were compared with those of the human
evaluation. A Korean medicine–focused corpus with 129 million
words (aforementioned) was used for model training. The
preprocessing of the obtained corpus was twofold. First, the
entire corpus data were segmented using the Korean Sentence

Splitter (KSS) 2.2.0.2. Second, the Mecab-ko tagger 0.4.0 was
used to convert the sentences into morphological tokens [13].
Then, the models were built using the Gensim Python library
[14]. The details related to the tuning of the model
hyperparameters are listed in Table 2.

The cosine distance between the embedded concepts of word
pairs was calculated and compared with that of the human
evaluation.
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Table 2. Hyperparameters of Word2Vec and FastText.

Specified argumentParameter name

300Dimension size

5Window size

10%Negative sampling ratio

10Minimum frequency

3Workers

10,000Batch words

0.25%Alpha

20Epochs

Statistical Analyses
The word pair set was organized in a variety of ways, ranging
from nonsimilar/related to closely similar/related. Although the
participants received instruction, the distribution of the scores
of some participants was found to be highly skewed (Figure 1).
The scores of the participants whose absolute skewness value
of the score distribution was 1.5 or higher were excluded. The
scores of 6 participants in the similarity task and 7 participants
in the relatedness task were finally included for further analyses.

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated to
measure the interrater reliability. Among the models defined

by Shrout and Fleiss [15], the ICC(2,1) was used. This model
is a two-way random effects model based on a single rater used
for generalizing reliability results. The definition of consistency
was chosen to consider the scores of the subjects that were
correlated in word pairs. To compare the distribution between
the original and modified data, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic was used. Spearman rank correlation was used to
determine the relationship between similarity and relatedness
and to compare the magnitude of the automated measures of
relatedness and similarity representing the human annotated
scores.
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Figure 1. Score distribution plots of the participants (n=16 attending physicians from a tertiary hospital); the distributions of the scores of participants
1, 5, and 13 were absolutely skewed and were therefore excluded from further analyses.

Results

Words in the standard reference dataset should be sufficiently
representative of medical terms, and if so, they should show a
high response rate. The previous UMNSRS dataset showed
81.1% (587/724) and 78.2% (566/724) response rates on the
relatedness and similarity tasks, respectively [7]. This study
revealed that the word pair sets scored by all the assigned

participants on the relatedness task were 86.5% (525/607) of
the 607 word pair sets, and on the similarity task, these were
90.8% (551/607) of the 607 word pair sets. This indicates that
the words in the present dataset have some degree of
representation as medical terms. The most common scoring
failure cases were word pair sets including “diagnosis” category
words on both relatedness and similarity tasks (99/153, 64.7%
and 51/77, 66% of all failures for relatedness and similarity
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tasks, respectively). This failure to score can be attributed to
the fact that diagnostic approaches are rapidly developing and
becoming increasingly specialized. The highest failure rate of
scoring for the diagnosis-related word pairs in this study is
believed to reflect the rapid pace of development in the medical
field. Although some word pairs were not scored, all 607 word
pair sets were scored by more than 4 (4/8, 50%) participants in
each task group. The average response time per word pair set
was 4.4 (SD 2.9) seconds on the relatedness task and 3.0 (SD
2.4) seconds on the similarity task. In the relatedness and
similarity tasks, 71.8% (3050/4249) and 90.2% (3284/3642),
respectively, of all the responses were completed within 5

seconds. This indicates that most of the responses were answered
in an intuitive manner.

The scores between relatedness and similarity were highly
correlated (ρ=0.70, P<.001; Figure 2). Mean score was higher
in the relatedness task as compared to the similarity task (6.6,
SD 1.6 vs 5.9, SD 1.5; P<.001). Further, compared to
relatedness, it was difficult to assess the similarity between
medical terms that were from different semantic domains (eg,
“myocardial infarction” [disease domain] and “percutaneous
coronary intervention” [procedure domain]). Therefore, several
word pairs, which can be considered as somewhat similar or
even highly related, were determined as dissimilar (upper left
side of the plot in Figure 1).

Figure 2. Scatter plot of the correlation between the similarity and relatedness tasks.

To use the present word pair sets as a reference standard, the
consistency of the scores must be evaluated. The interrater
agreements on the word pair sets were in an acceptable range
(ICC=0.53 and 0.47, in the relatedness and similarity tasks,
respectively, P<.001). Previously, word pairs in the UMNSRS
sets showed different patterns of disagreement based on their
domains [7]. The word pairs from the same domain (Drug-Drug)
showed higher ICC compared to the other domain categories
in the UMNSRS sets. Similarly, the disagreements related to
scoring on the word pair sets were not uniformly distributed in
this study. In the similarity task, interrater agreement of the
word pair sets consisting of the same domain was higher than
that of the word pair sets consisting of the different domains.
However, in the relatedness task, word pair sets consisting of
the different domains had higher interrater agreement (Table

3). To qualify the reliability and consistency of the scores, the
word pairs that were scored by more than half of the participants
and the SDs of the scores higher than any values above 1.5 ×
interquartile ranges were removed from the original word pair
sets. After removing 3 word pairs in the similarity task and 8
word pairs in the relatedness task, 604 word pairs in the
similarity task and 599 word pairs in the relatedness task were
included in the final standard reference Korean medical word
pair set (Multimedia Appendix 1 and Multimedia Appendix 2).
There was no difference in the interrater agreements between
the word pair sets in the final word pair sets and the original
word pair sets. The distribution of scores was also similar
between the original and final word pair sets in both tasks
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for both tasks, P>.90).
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Table 3. Interrater agreement (using the intraclass correlation coefficient) on word pair-sets grouped by the semantic domain types.

Word pairs of different domainsWord pairs of the same domainTask

Similarity task

0.41b0.49aOriginal word pair set

0.42d0.49cFinal word pair set after modification

Relatedness task

0.57b0.52aOriginal word pair set

0.57f0.51eFinal word pair set after modification

an=409.
bn=198.
cn=408.
dn=196.
en=407.
fn=192.

To explore the application and efficacy of the final word pair
sets, they were applied to the 2 most used unsupervised word
embedding models (Word2Vec and FastText). All the word
pairs were successfully retrieved by the FastText trained with
namu and medical text, and 13 (13/607, 2.1%) word pairs with
namu and 145 (145/607, 23.9%) word pairs with medical text
were successfully retrieved by Word2Vec. Because more than

half of the word pairs were excluded from the Word2Vec model,
we only focused on the FastText model. The correlations
between cosine distance and human evaluation were higher in
the models trained using medical text than in those trained using
namu (Figure 3). These results suggest that collection and
application of Korean medical texts are key to the development
of NLP technology in the Korean medical field.

Figure 3. Correlation between cosine distance from FastText and the human evaluations from 13 attending physicians.
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Discussion

In this study, a standard Korean medical word pair set is
proposed, with reference values for the similarity and relatedness
of word pairs. The novel contributions of this study are as
follows: (1) The proposed word pair set used contemporary
medical words from various resources, such as textbooks,
academic journals, news, and social media; (2) the similarity
and relatedness were assessed by attending physicians with at
least 5 years of experience in various fields; (3) the developed
set is the Korean version and also the first non-English standard
reference dataset for semantic similarity and relatedness; (4)
when this set was tested for different embedding models, it was
found that the more medical-specific the embedding models,
the higher the similarity scores provided by the physicians.
Therefore, the present word pair set can be successfully applied
to evaluate how well the embedding models can represent the
medical concepts.

Comparison With Prior Work
Several reference standards exist for estimating semantic
relatedness. MayoSRS and MiniMayoSRS consist of 101 and
29 clinical word pairs, respectively, whose relatedness was
estimated by 9 medical coders and 3 physicians [8,10].
UMNSRS-Similarity and UMNSRS-related datasets, which
were developed in 2010, consist of 566 and 587 word pairs of
unified medical language system (UMLS) concepts [7],
respectively. Their corresponding similarity and relatedness
scores were manually assessed by 8 medical residents. Several
studies have adopted these datasets [16,17]. The other reference
standard involves the random selection of word pairs from the
standardized Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities
queries [18]. Semantic similarity and relatedness were
automatically calculated based on the previously proposed
statistical formulas (eg, Resnik [19] and Lin [20]) and the
probability sources from the Adverse Event Reporting System
database. UMLS and MedDRA are standardized medical
vocabularies with organized code systems. However, they are
limited because they do not reflect the terms used in the real
world. The text sources of this study included textbooks,
academic journals, news, and social media articles. Moreover,
medical terms that appeared frequently were selected to better
reflect the reality of actual use in the present era. In addition,
the word pair set of this study include newer terms, such as
“Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS),” “Apixaban,”
and “Keytruda.”

Korean Translation Version of UMNSRS Word Pair
Sets
Before a reference standard word pair set for a local language
of Korean was proposed in this study, we considered using a
word pair set of an English reference standard, such as the
UMNSRS data set, translated into a Korean version. In a
preliminary study with 12 health information managers certified

by the Korean government (similar to the registered health
information administrators or technicians in the United States),
the average answer rate for the UMNSRS word pair sets
translated into Korean was only 66.7% for the similarity set and
66.5% for the relatedness set. The average answer rates of the
same participants for the present word pair sets were increased
to 81.5% for the similarity set and 82.1% for the relatedness
set. There could be 2 underlying reasons for the difference in
response rates: the translation task and the medical environment.

First, the translation process inevitably causes some data loss,
even across Indo-European languages. In a French study, the
UMNSRS word pair sets were translated into French, and only
73% of the similarity set and 71% of the relatedness set were
translated and used [21]. In a comparable Spanish study, only
65% of the relatedness set and 67% of the similarity set were
automatically rendered into Spanish because of regional
differences in medical protocols and commercial drug names
[22]. These reports imply that reference standards need to be
developed specifically for each language.

Second, differences in cultural and medical backgrounds may
influence the response rate. The correlations between the scores
given for the Korean translation and for the original UMNSRS
word-sets were modest (ρ=0.71 for the similarity and 0.71 for
relatedness; Figure 4). When the embedding models in the
present study were applied to the Korean translation version of
UMNSRS word pair sets, the correlations between the cosine
distance of the embedding models and the human evaluation
scores of 12 health information managers on Korean-translated
UMNSRS word pair sets were similar for the similarity task
and slightly higher for the relatedness task compared to the
correlations between the cosine distance of the embedding
models and the scores of 13 attending physicians on the
reference standard word pair sets from the present study (Figure
5). Notably, human evaluations were performed in different
groups (health information managers and attending physicians).
In word pair scoring, experienced physicians could be more
affected by the complexity and various possibilities of medicine.
This can be attributed to the relatively inconsistent results for
the tasks, particularly the relatedness task. Furthermore, the
semantic relation of word pairs in the present study could be
more complex and specialized compared to those of UMNSRS
word pair sets. This is bolstered by the fact that the correlation
between the cosine distance of the embedding model trained
with only namu wiki and the scores of physicians on the
reference standard word pair sets of the present study was
extremely low for the relatedness task (ρ=0.02). It is also
noteworthy that the word embedding model trained with the
medical texts shows better performance on both the word pair
sets (Korean translated UMNSRS word pair sets and the word
pair sets of the present study). The results thus obtained suggest
that it is important to secure large medical texts for better
performance in word embedding techniques.
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Figure 4. Correlation between the reference scores for the original University of Minnesota Semantic Relatedness Set (UMNSRS) word pair sets
(English version) and the scores from 12 health information managers for the Korean translation version.

Figure 5. Correlation between the cosine distance of FastText embedding models and the human evaluations by 12 health information managers of
the Korean version of the University of Minnesota Semantic Relatedness Set (UMNSRS) word pair sets.
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Considered together, it is expected that the Korean word pair
sets proposed in the present study can be used as one of the
global reference standards through appropriate translation along
with the UMNSRS word pair sets. We acknowledge that the
UMNSRS word pair sets have the potential to become a global
reference standard though appropriate translation.

Multilingual NLP
Recently, a variety of NLP technologies for diverse human
languages have been studied. However, there are only a few
studies on multilingual NLP in the medical field [23-25]. Some
studies built their own corpus and compared the performance
of their embedding models [25,26]. One study adopted a
metathesaurus (eg, UMLS) that included multiple languages
[25]. Using a reference standard for each language to evaluate
multilingual NLP models is not preferred because of the
following 2 reasons. First, because the translation task itself is
neither straightforward nor bias-free, we cannot necessarily rely
on translated data. Second, to the best of our knowledge, no
word pair dataset has yet been built for use as a non-English
reference standard.

An ideal reference standard pertains to the underlying linguistic
structures of an individual language, as well as the semantics
of medical concepts. It has been noted that recent multilingual
NLP architectures involve some elementary cross-linguistic
knowledge [26,27]. However, linguistically naive NLP models
often do not consider the typological differences in different
languages (eg, morphological features) because they are
overfitted to a specific type of language variation. Thus,
linguistically naive multilingual models fail even in a
word-by-word evaluation [28]. Furthermore, a multilingual NLP
system is prone to biases because large English corpora are
heavily weighted against low-resource languages, such as
Korean corpora. This data scarcity problem undermines the
reliability of word embeddings trained on medical texts and
causes the model to perform inconsistently across different
languages.

Limitations
The present study has several limitations. First, the most
noticeable discrepancy between human cognition and embedding
models is based on semantics. For example, 이부프로펜
(ibuprofen) is one of the most popular nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs. The participants in our study could
easily recognize the word 발열 (fever) and 이부프로펜
(ibuprofen). However, this drug was not considered when
building our corpus owing to the lack of sufficient reasons.
Instead, the word 이부프로펜 (ibuprofen) was usually identified

by its effects, such as 해열 (anti-fever) and 소염
(anti-inflammation). As a result, the cosine similarities between
이부프로펜 (ibuprofen)-발열 (fever) was 0.18, which is
considerably lower than 이부프로펜 (ibuprofen)-해열
(anti-fever), at 0.53, and 이부프로펜 (ibuprofen)-소염
(anti-inflammation), at 0.61. This implies that word embedding
models are not good at finding similarities between words with
low distributional and high lexical analogy. Second, capturing
intuitive judgments by medical experts was not directly
correlated to the automatic prediction of medical labels, such
as the names of treatments and drugs. Thus, the Korean version
of similarity and relatedness data in this study regards that word
embeddings represent human-like knowledge of Korean medical
terms, whereas they are general predictors of performance in
real-world applications. This distinction between intrinsic and
extrinsic evaluation also corresponds to the standard
methodology for assessing unsupervised word embeddings
trained on general domain corpora [29]. Third, there was bias
in the preliminary results from the Korean translation of
UMNSRS word sets presented in the Discussion section. The
medical specialty and domain knowledge of the participating
group between the Korean translation and the original version
were not met. Further, no experiment was conducted involving
multilingual participants. Although these results are insufficient
to reveal the limitations of translation, and since the current
translation technology is rapidly developing, limitations related
to translation in specialized fields, such as medical terms, still
exist. In this respect, we believe that developing reference
standards for various languages can help accelerate the
development of medical NLP technologies in the future.

Conclusions
The word pair reference standard is an important tool for
evaluating the performance of NLP techniques, such as word
embedding models. It is difficult to evaluate the semantic
relevance of medical terms, as such evaluations require
knowledge and expertise. In this study, 604 word pairs were
proposed for similarity evaluation and 599 word pairs for
relatedness evaluation as Korean reference standard word pair
sets for use in the medical domain. This study is the first step
toward the development of a word pair reference standard using
various resources, including textbooks, news, and academic
journals published in a non-English language, Korean, and is
expected to facilitate the further acceleration of medical NLP
techniques for different languages.

Data Availability
The final word pair sets for the similarity and the relatedness
are available at https://github.com/KU-RIAS/.
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